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FROM THE EDITORS 

Last year we mailed a survey questionnaire 
to subscribers to Feminist CoIIacriom. About a third 
of you responded, and we've been juggling statistics 
and puzzling over percentages ever since. As we 
reported last fall, support and enthusiasm for our 
publications runs high -- over 85% of you are "very 
satisfied" with our efforts. 

Viewing the survey results is like bringing 
home a good report card. Flushed with pride at 
our high marks, we know in our hearts that the 
"room for improvement" box should have been 
checked as well. So recently we probed more deeply 
for people's feelings, both positive and negative, 
toward Feminist CoIIacriom, FeminisC Periodicals, and 
New Books on Women & Feminimt. 

To get a fuller picture of how you evaluate 
our efforts, we used the "focus group interview" 
method. We assembled three small groups of 
subscribers to share their specific reactions to each 
publication -- what features they find useful, what's 
irrelevant, and what could be improved. It will take 
us many hours to transcribe the tapes and study the 
many suggestions that were proffered. For now, we 
want to extend a warm thank-you to all who took 
part in the lively discussions, and to remind the rest 
of our readers that we welcome your feedback too. 

We've already embarked in some new 
directions. Youll find two enhancements to 
Feminist Collactiom in this very issue. First, we've 
shifted the book reviews from the back of the issue 
to the front. Our readers told us loud and clear 
that the reviews are the newsletter's best feature. 
In fact, we'd like to cover more new titles, if we can 
round up more reviewers. Please give us a call at 
608-263-5754 if you're willing to evaluate new boob 
or Nms for us. Second, we've added a new column, 
"Research Exchange," to promote information 
exchange among feminist scholars. This is 
column, so please send us your research queries. 

What about the other publications our 
subscribers receive? Our most popular item, 
Fenrinist Periodic&, will continue unchanged. 
People find the quarterly reproduction of tables of 
contents pages a wonderful short-cut in their 
research. New Books on Women & Feminimr, on the 
other hand, earns high praise from some of our 
subscribers and frustrated groans from others. As 
a thorough record of English-language book 
publishing on women, it's laborious to produce and 
cumbersome to use. We considered replacing it 
with a much shorter, more selective listing, yet 
almost half of our readers (46%) expressed a 
preference for comprehensive coverage. Lacking any 
clear mandate for sweeping changes, our office's 
Advisory Panel has recommended that we continue 
New Books with its present format and scope. 

But subtle changes are being wrought in 
New Books. Editor Carolyn Wilson is expanding and 
updating the subject index, using The women's 
Themuus (Harper & Row, 1987). You'll see the 
h i t s  of her labors in the fourteenth volume, which 
will go to press this spmmer. Because our readers 
stressed the value of both the topical categories and 
the subject index, we'll keep looking for ways to 
make them more accurate and useful. 

Every two years, we produce a fourth title: 
Women% Studies in Wuconsin. Who's Who & Where. 
We're pleased to report that 556 of you returned 
personal data forms for the directory, and that we're 
right on schedule for distribution in early fall. 

As always, our goal is to provide the best 
guides to print and audiovisual resources for the 
study of women -- timely, accurate, and carefully 
tailored to the needs of our readers. Please let us 
know your reactions to our small changes and your 
ideas for bigger ones. 

-- S.S. and L.S. 
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IN TOUCH WITH THE MOON 

Janice Delaney, Mary Jane Lupton and Emily Toth, 
THE CURSE: A CULTURAL HISTORY OF 
MENSTRUATION. (rev. ed.) Champaign, IL: 
University of Illinois Press, 1988. 334p. bibl. index 
$29.95, ISBN 0-252-01240-2; pap., $10.95, ISBN O- 
252-01452-9. LC 87-5943. 

Penelope Shuttle and Peter Redgrove, THE W E  
WOUND: THE MYTHS, REALITIES, Ah'D 
ME4NINGS OF MENSTRUATION. (rev. ed.) New 
York: Grove Press, 1988. 358p. bibl. index $18.95, 
ISBN 0-8021-1136-X LC 88-11144. 

Dena Taylor, RED FWWER: RETHINKLVG 
MENSTRUATION. Freedom, CA: Crossing Press, 
1988. 133p. bibl. index $20.95, ISBN 0-89594-313- 
1; pap., $8.95, ISBN 0-89594-312-3. LC 88-25673. 

Louise Lander, IMAGES OF BLEEDMG: 
MENSTRUATION AS LDEOLOGY. New York: 
Orlando Press, 1988. 227p. bibl. index $25.00, 
ISBN 0-9620090-0-8; pap., $11.95, ISBN 0-9620090- 
1-6. LC 88-60174. 

I haven't yet completed my menstrual cycle 
-- menarch to menopause -- and yet I've lived 
through waves of popular wisdom suggesting the 
proper attitude a woman should take toward 
menstruation. Messages gravitate toward two poles: 
those that advocate ignoring the whole process, 
never skipping a beat at work or home, and those 
that recommend charts, graphs, and time off to 
reflect and celebrate. Both seem ideals at best. If 
we truly ignored menses, we would be denying our 
bodies, becoming estranged from our selves, but 
neither do most of us have the freedom to retreat 
to the equivalent of the menstrual hut. How can 
we, then, begin to think about menstruation in 
individual ways, yet recognize how menstruation 
connects us with all women and with the cycles of 
the universe? 

In the late 1970's two books about 
menstruation were published that quickly became 
classics -- The Curse: A Cukuml Hirlory of 

Me tumahn  and The Wm Wound: The Myths, 
RealitiPs and Meanings of Menstnration. In 1988 and 
1986, respectively, revised editions appeared, with 
addenda in differing formats -- but in both cases the 
effect is that of margin notes where instead a new 
era philosophy is needed. The real value of these 
boob, then, is in their pioneering first editions and 
the work they inspired. 

l k o  of these inspirations are Red Fbwer by 
Dena Taylor and I m a m  of Bleeding by Louise 
Lander. "No one has yet written a book on the Joy 
of Menstruation," Ethel Sloane wrote in 1985,' and 
Red Fbwer is the realization of that joyful approach 
to a topic many women experience without a great 
deal of contemplation. Dena Taylor's goal in Red 
Fbwer is to show that women do celebrate and 
honor menstruation. An inspiring little book (109 
pages), it alternates the author's voice with the 
responses of women to Taylor's questionnaire, 
liberal amounts of poetry, and even drawings and a 
cartoon. The reader is drawn from one woman's 
voice to the next. 

Dena Taylor's goal in Red Flower is to 
show that women do celebrate and 
honor menstruation. 

Taylor addresses the usual aspects of 
menstruation such as menarche (first menstruation), 
menopause, sexuality, seclusion, and power, but even 
the use of the term "seclusion" instead of 
"exclusion," for example, demonstrates her woman- 
as-essence position. Whereas Lander's book begins 
with a male cultural context, refutes it, then 
constructs a "feminist response," Red Fbwer comes 
out of woman's experience and devotes only one 
chapter to "Menstruation and Men." Even in that 
chapter the focus is on men's connections with 
women, and men's voices in poetry and prose 
express their positive connections with menses (and 
one man's fear and attraction to menstrualbfe 
blood). The taboo against sexual interactions during 
menses is one expression of men's fear of the 
menstruating woman. But the following poem is an 
example of an exception: 
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REQUEST 

on black empty nights 
the sleeping blood cries 

Much me 

even at full Moon 
the silent blood begs 

touch me 

Love congeals old and new 
into a thick thought 
death and Life in one 

you and me 

blood and war and Love 
conjures memoq 
Love me till you overflow 

bright bright Red 

-- Norman German @. 46) 

Taylor's treatment of the sexuality of 
menstruation begins, "There is little doubt that 
women feel more sexual around the time of their 
periods"(p.42). She goes on to record the 
comments of women and to celebrate the diversity 
of women's sexual expression. 

EARLY MORNING LOVE POEM 

You touch my womanblood 
and with one finger write my name 
on the flat curve of your belly, 
Blue pillows, talk all night 
and now this: love 
in the earliest morning hour 
when clear eyes seek clear eyes. 

We have climbed such a distance 
to this bed, to this desire 
of mouth for mouth, hands 
eager to know private skin 
in mutual celebration. 

Between us the air turns soft 
and disappears. 
As mist rises toward the hills 
we rise to each other, 
gentle, natural, 
speaking 
in a language 
only women make. 

Such expression of women's sexuality at  menses has 
a unique richaess. Taylor quotes Vicki Noble's 
description of "the infertility of the menstrual period 
and the dark, passionate sexual power that exists 
there for its own sake ..." (p. 44). 

That women's dreams are particularly vivid 
before and during menstruation has been regarded 
by native American cultures as an opportunity for 
spiritual growth. Brooke Medicine Eagle speaks of 
the importance of menstrual dreams in native 
cultures: "The information received as the menses 
begins is the clearest human picture from within the 
womb of the Great Mystery, of the unknown and 
our future .... The most prophetic dreams and 
visio ns... were brought to the people through the 
Moon Lodgen (p. 39). Modem researchers have 
noted a contrast in content between ovulatory and 
premenstrual dreams. Taylor translates preSecond 
Wave research into feminist sense when she 
describes premenstrual dreams as more "active," 
involving transitions, career changes, dreams about 
sex, violence, broken egg shells. She talks about 
women's need to dream during this phase, a need 
that can be thwarted by the use of tranquilizers and 
sleeping pills, which interfere with dreaming. 
Dreaming is even recommended as an antidote to 

tension. 

In Imam of BMing, Louise Lander 
describes the purpose of her writing as "to come to 
an understanding of how medicine has created a 
medical ideology that has used menstruation to keep 
women in their place and then to turn to sources 
other than masculinist medical authority for the 
means of developing a view of menstruation that is 
grounded in women's own reality" (p. 9). Much as 
it has always been hard for me to listen to 
descriptions of inherent misogyny in institutions 
such as modem religion, law, and medicine, it is 
difficult to read Lander's first 100 pages (of 187), 
which document her careful analysis of ways in 
which science, medicine, biology, and psychology 
have used menstruation to define women's difference 
as disability. The impact of medical ideology cannot 
be minimized, but I question the actual effect of 
treatises by Victorian physicians on our agrarian 
foremothers. The prescription of rest for ladies at 
that delicate time of the month probably had little 
impact on those who needed t o  work long hours 
regardless of the current wisdom of The Ladies New 
Medical ~ u i d e . ~  Emerging medical ideology was 
aimed at the emerging middle class. 

-- Katharyn Machan Aal (p. 44) 
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It is interesting to juxtapose early thinking 
that seems clearly preposterous (that women of 
"erotic temperamentn menstruate more often than 
others, for example) with later research, which has 
found that women who have weekly sexual 
interactions have shorter menstrual cycles than 
women who do not. Some of the language used by 
writers at mid-19th century doesn't hide their 
woman-hating; for example, women with painful 
periods are described as being "of ardent feelings 
and greatly addicted to coitusn (p. 21). Clearly, the 
great male minds wanted women available to men, 
but out of marital duty and not at all for women's 
pleasure. 

Lander points out that the proscription 
against frequent sexual interactions between men 
and women was supported by the Victorian belief 
that ejaculation of semen resulted in a loss of vital 
energy needed for industrial growth of the nation. 
In addition to serving political purposes, this belief 
may have been a variation of the theme that the 
power of women's sexuality was mysterious, magical, 
and dangerous. Here as occasionally elsewhere, 
Landers could elaborate with further woman- 
centered interpretations. 

I am struck by the proximity of thought 
between masculinist scientists of the Victorian era 
and current feminist thinkers. It is the conclusion 
and not the idea which separates. For example, in 
1875 Dr. AEA King, dean of the Medical School 
at George Washington University, in speaking about 
the natural function of the uterus as an organ of 
reproduction, saw menstruation as a "modification 
of function." His conclusion was that menstruation 
is a disease; therefore women are unfit for any 
serious pursuit. Lander and others have noticed 
that menstruation occurred much less frequently in 
the past, when menarche was later, pregnancies and 
breastfeeding dominated the adult years, and women 
often died before menopause. Menstruation as 
evolutionary anomaly is then viewed in a cultural 

context in which physiology has not yet had an 
opportunity to catch up with "the escape from the 
treadmill of compulsory motherhoodn (p.171). 
Painful menses can therefore be seen as evolutionary 
growing pains. Different meanings and conclusions 
can emerge from similar observations, given 
alternate points of view. 

Lander is at her best in the concluding 
chapter, Weaning of Menstruation." She looks at 
ways in which we name behavior as linked to 
menstruation. She sees menstrual synchrony as a 
perfect example of the convergence of the biological 
and the social. (Menstrual synchrony -- having 
periods at the same time -- occurs often in women 
who live or work together.) Finally, Lander looks 
at menstruation as culture; that is, menstruation per 
se has no meaning outside of culture. In contrast 
to Taylor, Lander's goal is for menstruation as an 
issue to disappear. 

Perhaps our dissociation from menstruation 
as a negative force in women's lives would free us 
to begin to use menstruation as a medium for flight 
into new awareness. 

-- Elaine wheeler 

[Elaine Wheeler has taught for many years on an 
adjunct basis for Women's Studies at the University 
of Wisconsin-Platteville. She is completing a work 
cycle -- having worked with women who have been 
battered or sexually assaulted, she is now working 
with violent men in a forensic setting at Mendota 
Mental Health Institute in Madison. She divides 
her time between Madison and a wooded homesite 
in southwestern Wisconsin.] 

' Ethel Sloane, Biology of Women (2nd ed.). (New 
York: Wiley, 1985). p.60. 

Seth Pancoast, The Ladies' New Medical Guide 
(Philadelphia, 1890). 

[With this issue of Feminist Cokabns, we initiate a Nancy Humphreys is looking for syllabi of 
regular column devoted to exchange of information for-credit library courses for women's studies 
among researchers. If you think our readers might students. Her address is Women's Resource Center 
be able to offer help with your book, article, or Library, Room 100, Building T-9, University of 
other project, we invite you to write to us.] California, Berkeley, CA 94720. 
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FEMINIST WSIONS 

EXPERIMENTAL FILMS BY WOMEN 

In previous issues of FermSlist Cbllections, 1 
have discussed films made by early women 
filmmakers and described some of the documentaries 
purchased as part of the UW Women's Studies core 
collection of films. In this issue, I would like to 
look at four of the collection's experimental films - 
- or, using Annette Kuhn's term, "feminist 
countercinema," which she defines as "film practice 
which works against and challenges dominant 
cinema ...." According to Kuhn, this challenge will 
occur in both the content and the form of the film. 

The four films are: 
Reassemblage - by Trinh T. Minh-ha. 1982. 

40mins. Color. 16mm. 
Daughr Rile - by Michelle Citron. 1979. 

53mins. Color. 16mm. 
Journtys $-om Berlintl971 - by Yvonne 

Rainer. 1972. l24mins. Color. VHS. 
Thriller - by Sally Potter. 1979. 45mins. 

BIW. 16mm. 

REASSEMBLAGE 

Reassemblage is a very striking film by 
Vietnamese filmmaker Trinh T. Minh-ha. It is not 
only a documentary of the daily activities of 
Senegalese village women, but a commentary on the 
conventional documentary form and a critique of the 
anthropological approach to understanding other 
cultures. The film has been the target of 
controversy -- criticized for being too subjective on 
the one hand, a quality that the standard 
documentary tries to avoid; and praised, on the 
other hand, for its deviation from conventional 
documentary format. In an inte~view for Camera 
0bscura,* the filmmaker discusses her 
unconventional uses of editing, music, sound, and 
voiceover to capture the lives of the people of 
Senegal. Minh-ha notes her focus on the act of 
looking. For example, in one segment of voice-over, 
the filmmaker is heard to comment, "What I see is 
life looking at me." Minh-ha's filmmaking also 
challenges the validity of documentary objectivity 
and the whole discipline of anthropology with its 
"claim to scientific knowledge."3 The creativity and 

experimentation in the film are partly tied into 
questioning these concepts. "With regard to 
anthropology," Minh-ha states, "the whole idea of 
catching and revealing the hidden truth of people 
through created situations is somehow very 
illusionistic for it does not really deal with the 
cineaste's [filmmaker's] subjectivity.* She adds: 
"One of the intentions of my film is to suggest that 
you don't know a culture better by approaching it 
with an institutionalized or professional 
background." 

Trinh T. Minh-ha's approach to the 
Senegalese culture is indeed the act of looking and 
listening. The sound track contains voices speaking 
in Senegalese, the sound of tools used in everyday 
work, the music of the various villages. Visual 
images include many close-ups of women's and 
children's faces, 'hands working, and the ever-present 
image of fire. The viewer, then, will discover a 
"multiplicity of readingsA rather than a scientific, 
objective view of a culture. Once the viewer can get 
past expectations of a conventional documentary 
approach, she will experience a film of striking 
visual images and fascinating sound. 

DAUGHTER RITE 

Another film that uses the conventions of 
documentary filmmaking but also experiments with 
cinematic techniques is Michelle Citron's Daughm 
Rk. Citron, an American filmmaker, explores the 
relationships between mothers and daughters and 
also between sisters. Ann Kaplan, in her book 
Women und Film, talks about the dilemma of 
daughters growing up in a patriarchal society and 
having ambivalent feelings toward their mothers. 
Daughters depend on and identify with their 
mothers but are ultimately expected to assume their 
own identities and separate from the mother. At 
some point, according to Kaplan, daughters who 
were socialized into female roles and who accepted 
their mothers as role models realize that "this is not 
how they want to live."' Daugbr Rite explores the 
anger, complexities, and ambivalences present in 
such relationships, and in the process uses some 
very interesting techniques such as juxtaposing two 
film tracks. One track uses home-movie footage of 
a mother and two daughters, ostensibly being filmed 
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by an unseen father. The home-movie footage is 
accompanied by voice-over of a woman reading 
excerpts from her diary. The images on the screen 
are of a happy, smiling mother with her two 
daughters, while the narration suggests anger and 
unhappiness. The effect of the contradiction is 
unsettling; it forces the viewer to question her 
perceptions. The second film track appears to be 
an interview of two grown sisters, much like 
interviews in such documentaries as Rosie the Rive& 
and Union MaidF. The sisters speak into the camera 
and reminisce about their relationships to their 
mother and to each other. Only at the end of the 
film is it revealed that the two women are actresses 
performing from a script. 

The film explores various ideas: it contrasts 
the reality of nuclear families with the ideal; it 
examines how mothers relate differently to their 
different female children; it looks at the way sisters 
relate to each other; it makes us aware that 
although the father's image never appears on the 
screen, he is there with the power of the camera to 
record the female image.. Another interesting facet 
of the movie is that the mother, who is the focus of 
ambivalent feelings and whose image is constantly 
before the viewer, never is allowed her own voice. 
Her story remains unheard. 

DwgfJer Rice, as does Reassemblage, 
questions the claim of conventional documentary to 
give us objective truth. The appearance of truth in 
the interview segment of the film is revealed as 
truth constructed by the filmmaker. Daughter Rice 
is a fascinating film both in form and content. 
Whenever I have shown it, it has generated 
extensive discussion. 

JOURNEYS FROM BERLIN/Z971 

Like Maya Deren, whose experimental film, 
Mmhes of the A f i m n ,  was discussed in an earlier 
issue of Ferninid Cokriom, Yvonne Rainer comes 
to filmmaking from a background of dance 
performance. Her performance experience has had 
an obvious influence on both the content and form 
of her films. Livps of Pegorinem (1972) takes on the 
idea of woman as performer, as someone to be 
looked at, and is also an exploration of personal 
feelings. Ann Kaplan comments that this 
"disjunction between depersonalized presentation and 
the intensely personal thoughts and feelings is what 
gives Rainer's films their special power and effect."8 
This quality is also evident in Jounreys. Having 
come to filmmaking in New York before the 

feminist film movement was really underway, Rainer 
does not call herself a feminist, but feminist film 
theorists have seen in her films the exploration of 
women's experiences which, according to Kaplan, 
makes her work 'an important contribution to 
fen~inism."~ 

Journeys from BerlinlZ971 does not use 
conventional narrative form, does not tell a story at 
all; in fact, it works to distance the viewer from any 
narrative. Another striking technique is Rainer's 
use of the female voice. Kaja Silverman says of 
Journeys that it contains "the most remarkable 
de~loyment of female voices within the feminist 
a4ntIgarde if not within the whole of experimental 
cinema."1•‹ Given this, it will be more appropriate 
to speak of the "voices" in the film rather than 
refemng to characters. There are four major voices. 
One is that of a young girl reading from her diary; 
one is of a young woman talking to a male about 
political violence while she prepares a meal. These 
are disembodied voices; their physical counterparts 
never appear on the screen. A third voice is that 
of a woman talking to her analyst, and the fourth 
is Rainer herself speaking to her mother. The latter 
two voices are seen -- synchronized with the film 
image. Within the context of each of the four 
situations, each voice speaks of personal feelings 
having to dO with women's subjectivity, feelings of 
inferiority, of helplessness, isolation, self-hatred, of 
victimization, of the inability to live up to societally- 
set standards of feminine ideals. A recurring theme 
is the relationship of the personal to the political, 
the idea of political action growing out of personal 
feelings of rebellion or a sense of personal wrong. 
This idea is examined in several long sequences 
during which the woman preparing the meal talks 
about Russian women revolutionaries in the late 
1800's. The voices also convey how patriarchal 
values and expectations are internalized, making 
women unable to function, full of self-doubt. 
Speaking to her analyst, for instance, Annette says, 
"You, being a duly constituted authority, can lead 
me to believe I have no socially redeeming values." 
In the final segment, as Silverman notes, the film 
"broach es... the possibility of moving beyond 
masochism toward externally directed action -- the 
possibility, that is, of political struggle."" 

The film is undeniably complex and is 
longer than most experimental films. It is also, 
however, fascinating and provocative, worth the time 
and effort required to work through it. 
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British filmmaker Sally Potter's Thiller has 
become a classic of feminist filmmaking. 
Deconstructing Puccini's opera, La BoDme, Potter 
poses questions about woman's place in classic 
narrative by having the heroine, Mimi, conduct an 
investigation into the reasons for her death. In the 
original opera, Mimi, a poor seamstress, falls in love 
with the poet Rodolfo, who has come to Paris to 
lead the Bohemian life of the artist. Mimi deserts 
Rodolfo for a wealthier lover, but upon realizing 
that she is ill and dying, returns to Rodolfo and 
dies in his arms. In Thriller, Potter gives Mimi her 
own voice and an opportunity to investigate why she 
dies and who was responsible for her death. With 
the absent female voice restored, Mimi starts 
through the several levels of investigation she must 
undertake before she can understand the 
psychological basis for her position as victim. 
Secondly, she must understand her "subordinate 
place as woman in a classical narrative,"I2 and 
finally, must comprehend the social and historical 
conditions which are responsible for her position as 
a female worker with no money and no status or 
power. Mimi comes to understand not only why the 
classical narrative mandates her death, but also to 
see that it serves to separate her from Musetta, the 
other female character in the story. Thriller ends as 
the male characters exit out the garret window and 
leave Mimi and Musetta together. 

Anyone planning to screen Thriller would 
do well to first read Ann Kaplan's discussion of the 
film in Women andFiLn, in which Potter's innovative 
use of sound and image are thoroughly explored. 

From the earlier work of Germaine Dulac 
and Maya Derento to the work of these four 
women, feminist filmmakers with their 
experimentation in form and content are challenging 
us to new ways of perceiving, new ways of thinking. 

-- Marilyn Gottschalk 

w y n  Gottschalk is an academic staff lecturer at 
the University of Winsin-Platteville. She teaches 
in the English Department and in the Women's 
Studies Program. She currently teaches 
"Introduction to Women's Studies" and has in the 
past taught courses on women and the arts.] 
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University Publications of America, 1984), p.143. 

Silverman, p. 147. 

l2 Kaplan, p.155. 

Also highly recommended for learning about 
women's experimental film is a videotaped lecture 
by Dr. Diane Carson of St. Louis Community 
College at Meramec. Contact the Women's Studies 
Program at UW-Platteville for information on how 
to obtain a copy. 
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THE UNTAMED SHREW 

[Joan Hyer, owner of Untamed Shrew book search 
service, visited our office in March and graciously 
consented to be in te~aW.d.  The sketch that 
follows is based on that interview.] 

"There were lots of books in the house 
where I grew up," Joan Hyer recalls. "I just loved 
handling them. And I still do. I like to see how 
they're made." As ownerloperator of Untamed 
Shrew book search service, Joan gets to handle a lot 
of interesting volumes. "I recently got in a copy of 
Gertrude Stein's MaRing of America, which was 
published in Dijon in 1925, and it's an enormous 
work," Joan says. "I think nobody wanted to take 
it on, it's so huge. It was published in an edition 
of 500 in 1925, so there are not very many out 
there. Now that's special!" 

During the 1%0's in San Francisco, Joan 
began her bookselling career by trying diligently to 
find work in a used bookstore. Eventually she 
realized that these small establishments made so 
little money they couldn't afford to hire her. Joan 
met her husband Jim through a bookstore, though 
(he was managing one), and she began work for 
John Howell, a specialized rare book firm. After a 
few years, she says, "We really got tired of city 
living, and headed east, and stayed in Wisconsin -- 
he was from Wisconsin. We wandered around the 
state, and discovered this schoolhouse that seemed 
to have our name on it. I like recycled buildings. 
So we stayed here." 

Joan and Jim then worked together on an 
out-of-print book business, based in their 
schoolhouse home. Around 1982, Joan decided she 
wanted to do something more on her own, 
something focused on women, and Untamed Shrew 
was born. "The name -- it was fun," recalls Joan. 
"And I liked the literary connotation. Calling myself 
a shrew touched on that part of myself that always 
winces when anyone is called 'that harridan,' 'that 
shrew,' 'that bitch,' 'that lecherous old woman.' " 
Her debut came at a small press gathering in 
Milwaukee that fall. "I had a booth there," Joan 
remembers, "and met lots of wonderful people who 
are still customers." 

Some 750 people are now on Untamed 

Shrew's mailing list. "I have customers in every 
state, even Nevada," says Joan. She notes, however, 
that there are not that many in Wisconsin, due most 
likely to the "terrific" bookstores in the area. On 
the other hand, she has quite a few New York City 
customers. Though most of Untamed Shrew's 
patrons are academics interested in very particular 
research topics, Joan connects with a number of 
other booklovers as well. "Despite the women's 
movement, there are still a lot of people out there 
who aren't networking in any way, who do feel very 
isolated," Joan says. "To put them onto what's 
available is exciting." 

Where does she find the books she sells? 
"Everywhere!" Joan explains. Library sales, charity 
bazaars, estate sales, want-lists in antiquarian book 
magazines. "I'm gradually building suppliers all 
around the country and England and Canada. I 
really started slowly but over the years there's more 
and more response," she says, "so I'm able to fill 
wants faster than I was at the beginning." 

"I get to know my customers really well," 
says Joan. "Very often I get little bios of my 
customers and then they're very much in my mind 
when I come across things. And people are pleased. 
It's something you get a lot of feedback from." Joan 
clearly enjoys the work. Asked what her favorite 
part of the job is, she quickly responds, "The hunt! 
I love doing the research and I love the excitement 
of the hunt, and you never know what's going to 
occur." 

One of Joan's more interesting requests 
resulted from the only Untamed Shrew ad ever 
placed in Ms. magazine. The correspondent wanted 
Joan to research a British woman named Mary 
Anne Atworth. "And there was a great deal of 
urgency about this," Joan says. "Even the envelope 
said, 'Open At Once: Urgent Reply Requested.' " 
Joan discovered that the correct name was Atwood, 
not Atworth, that the woman had been tutored over 
many years by her father, and that in 1850 she had 
written a book summarizing her reading from the 
father's extensive occult library. Once published, 
most copies of the book were burned, as the family 
feared revealing too much occult knowledge, but 
Joan eventually located one of the few surviving 
copies in UW-Madison's own Memorial Library 
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Rare Book Room. The most bizarre twist to the 
whole interaction, according to Joan, was that "the 
person who contacted me was speaking under the 
spell of a woman who had recently died, who had 
entrusted her to find out all she could, and then she 
would be given the key to the lockbox in England 
where certain materials of Mary Anne Atwood's 
were stored, including a manuscript by Roger Bacon 
... and a piece of alchemical gold!" Says Joan of the 
whole affair, "It was an adventure." 

Not all of Untamed Shrew's requests are so 
interesting, or  so demanding. Still, she processes an 
average of about three requests per day, publishes 
two booklists per year, and spends a lot of time on 
administrative detail. "There's so much to learn," 
she says. "Some days you feel you know so much, 
and then you realize the more you learn, the more 
you don't know." She spends a good deal of time 
looking through Notable American Women, American 
Women Wdm, and other reference works with good 
biographical material. She doesn't specialize in any 
particular area, but handles a general book trade 
and refers specialty requests to other book dealers. 

Joan charges customers only if she turns up 
what they're looking for. "It's like an archeological 
dig," she says. "You may spend a couple of hours 
working, and there's nothing. The fact that you 
don't find material in shch-and-such aq area is as 
important as if you do." Untamed Shrew's prices 
are based on how rare an item is -- "how many 
times it's turned up in other catalogs, how other 
people price it, how many times I've turned things 
up," Joan says. She and her husband make a 
modest but reasonable living from their book sales. 
"Jim and I are dependent on this," she says. "We 

live very frugally in a oneroom schoolhouse. We 
both have Vermont stock in us, and they're 
notoriously frugal!' 

The worst part of her work, according to 
Joan, is that "there are days when you feel like a 
drone, because of all the details -- superficial 
knowledge of so much, so many little facts." But 
she's found ways to overcome the drudgery. "This 
year I finally came across an image that was 
healthful," she says. mere ' s  a tree, and there are 
these leaves, and all those hundreds of leaves are 
like my customers and their needs, and my suppliers. 
But the roots are all the research that I do. Then 
in the middle there's this trunk -- and I r a k e d  
that I would do those two things and forget about 
the trunk, which is probably my health and well- 
being. So when I go hiking or something, that's 
nourishing the tru&" 

It's obvious that Joan's love of books really 
keeps her going, too. Her eyes light up when she 
talks about women's publishing. "There's so much 
exciting stuff coming out now, so much being 
reprinted -- and you'd think in a way that it would 
undermine my business, but I don't think it does." 
Both small presses and university publishers have 

NEWS FROM UW-MU CLAIRE 

gotten in on-the act of restoring lost women writers 
to print, she notes. "When I get a catalog from the 
Feminist Press, or Seal Press, I could dance and 
scream around the room. I just think it's fabulous! 
It stimulates interest," she says. 

-- L.S. 

[For a catalog or more information, write Untamed 
Shrew at N7609 Airport Rd., Waterloo, WI 53594 
or call Joan Hyer at (414) 478-3644.] 

The Women's Studies Program at UW-Eau 
Claire has grown tremendously since last featured in 
a 1982 issue of Feminist FClIectio~~~. Women's 
Studies was officially recognized at UWEC in 
January of 1983 with the establishment of the 
Women's Studies Committee. A minor in Women's 
Studies was officially offered beginning in January 
of 1984, with Sarah Harder, Assistant to the Vice 
Chancellor, named as Coordinator of Women's 
Studies. The program was awarded a small student 
help budget for maintenance of the Women's 

Bibliography Center in the UWEC McIntyre Library, 
but without a separate operating budget. 
Management is coordinated by Barbara Hanson, 
Program Assistant. 

The minor today has evolved into a well- 
aligned multidisciplinary Arts and Sciences program, 
which also includes a course offered by the School 
of Nursing entitled "Women's Health Issues." An 
independent research project is the capstone of the 
minor. Various department members continue to 
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submit applications for course offerings. One recent 
success is an economics course on "Women and the 
Labor Market," which allows students to analyze the 
entry of women into the paid workforce. The 
course (which the Women's Studies Committee 
identified as a major curricular gap in 1983) was 
offered beginning in spring of 1988 with a capacity 
enrollment. In 1988, "Women and the Media" was 
added, making a total of twenty-one courses related 
to the minor, from which an average of nine are 
offered each semester. Recently hired faculty with 
women's studies expertise are expected to increase 
both class offerings and new courses. 

Women's History Month activities continue 
to be coordinated in the Women's Studies office, 
with the first celebration series held in March of 
1984. A well-balanced variety of programs have 
been offered each year. In 1984, a manual entitled 
"Women's History Week: Outreach to the Schools" 
was produced as a guide for elementary and 
secondary teachers on the roles and contributions of 
women. In recent years, each UWEC School has 
contr ibuted  by sponsoring a panel  
discussionlpresentation in addition to outside 
programs and speakers. 

The annual Women's Studies Research 
Competition showcases the work of students 
nominated by faculty mentors. Monetary awards 
from the UWEC Foundation are presented at a 
popular program, which interaction 
between students, mentors, and judges in discussing 
the merit and significance of each project. One 
winning project, a flyer listing county resources 
available to victims of domestic violence, has since 
been published and widely distributed with the 

NEW REFERENCE WORKS IN WOMEN'S STUDIES 

support of a local business. Other projects are of 
a scholarly or  artistic nature. There are plans to 
extend this competition to faculty research and 
cumculum projects. 

The Women's Studies Program also co- 
sponsors the workshop "Challenges and Choices; 
Technology and Life Work," aimed at girls grades six 
to nine, their parents and educators. The workshop, 
first offered in 1984 and held every year since, is 
aimed at encouraging young women to learn about 
careers by meeting exciting women; to pursue math 
and science coursework; and to expand lifehork 
options by exploring choices. This project, like 
many initiated at UWEC, involves a wide variety of 
community and education groups as well as 
constituencies across the university. 

Plans for the future are focused on 
integration of women's studies across the curriculum, 
using course approval and review, student 
evaluations and faculty development as vehicles. 
The 1989 Fall Symposium attended by most faculty 
and staff will focus on Diversification, including 
gender, race, and culture and focusing on the 
curriculum, the learning climate, and the community 
climate. Women's Studies specialists are included 
among those giving papers, and this event will 
launch a new phase of the mainstreaming effort. 

-- Sarah Harder 

[Sarah Harder is Assistant to the Vice Chancellor 
and Women's Studies Coordinator at UW-Eau 
Claire.] 

Boos, Florence, and Lynn Miller, eds. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WOMEN AND LITERATURE. 
New York: Holmes & Meier, 1989. 2 vols. $90.00, 
ISBN 0-8419-0693-9. LC 81-6989. 

Women & Litemfure, one of the earliest 
journals in women's studies, published three annual 
bibliographic supplements before it languished and 
was reborn as a monographic series. Loosely 
patterned after the yearly bibliography of the 
Modem Language Association, the lists in Women & 
Lhruture strove to incorporate new feminist 

scholarship as well as articles in standard sources of 
literary history and criticism. Volume One of the 
present set cumulates the bibliographies from 1974 
through 1978; Volume n o  adds citations from 1979 
to 1981. Entries are for English-language books, 
articles, and dissertations on English-language 
literatures. The definition of "literature" is 
deliberately inclusive, encompassing poetry, fiction, 
essays, biography, autobiography, drama, rhetoric, 
children's literature, and more, and embracing both 
the creative output of women and the portrayal of 
women in works by male authors. 
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The organizational scheme is a fairly 
conservative one based on nationality and time 
period. There is no subject index, and entries are 
not annotated. Within the national/chronologica1 
categories, citations are sub-divided by genre and 
then by individual authors. A researcher seeking 
primary or secondary materials on Maya Angelou, 
for instance, will find them under "American 
Literature, 1900-1975 / *omen Writers of Letters, 
Memoirs,  Diaries,  Travel  Narratives, 
Autobiographies / Angelou." An "Index of Authors" 
likewise leads to items about authors, while an 
"Index of Works Citedn leads to items b~ authors. 

Without a subject index, there is 
unfortunately no ready access to critical studies of 
Black women writers, analyses of particular images 
of women in fiction, or  other approaches to studying 
literature independent of the traditional 
national/chronological/genre framework. It's a 
shame that bibliography after bibliography in the 
field of women's literature perpetuates the time- 
worn categories, instead of challenging the basic 
structure of the discipline. Wendy Frost and 
Michele Valiquette's Ferninkt Litmuy CZiricism: A 
Bibliogmphy of J o m I  Articles, 19775-1981 (Garland, 
1988) deviates from the norm somewhat by adding 
a subject index complete with such recently coined 
terms as "phallic criticism" and by enriching the 
basic century-and-genre outline with sections on 
language and gender, pedagogy and research, and 
theoretical studies. However, although Frost and 
Valiquette cover roughly the same time period as 
Boos, they limit themselves to journal articles and 
to secondary works. Hence Ferninkt Litetavy 
Crltictrn cites only some two thousand items 
compared to Bibliogmphy of Women and Li&ratuds 
ten thousand plus. 

Such a mammoth bibliography can be 
overwhelming, and regrettably the publishers have 
skipped the small touches that would have made it 
less uhwieldly. For example, genre sub-categories 
should have been indicated in the table of contents 
and running page heads. (The "Index of Generic 
Categories" at the back of the second volume may 
be intended to compensate for this lack) Also, a 
single sentence before the first index entry would 
have sufficed to explain the letter codes used to flag 
entries in the second volume and citations to 
reviews. As it stands, the reader must turn from the 
indexes (in the back of the second volume) to the 
introduction (in the front of the first) for an answer 
to the puzzle. 

Whereas the first volume represents the 
fruits of diligent and wide-ranging bibliographic 
digging, the second volume, according to Boos, is 
drawn solely from "PMLA and Modern Language 
Research Bibliography entries for 1979-81" (p.viii). 
Even so, the collocation of thousands of references 
related to women's literature is a genuine service to 
busy scholars and students. Libraries that already 
hold the standard literary bibliographies and the 
original issues of Women & LiCemture will no doubt 
pause over the steep cost of this two-volume set. 
Since courses on women in literature are the 
backbone of many women's studies programs, I hope 
that the convenience factor alone will convince many 
libraries to place orders. 

Godard, Barbara. BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FEMINIST 
CRITICISM / BIBLIOGRAPHIE DE LA CRITIQUE 
FEMINIST. Toronto: ECW Press, 1987. 116p. 
$30.00 (Canadian), ISBN 0-920763-97-9. 

Although the title fails to signal its scope, 
this bibliography is limited to materials about 
Canadian literature, published primarily in Canadian 
sources. It's a sizeable listing, attesting to the 
vitality of feminist scholarship and women's writing 
among our neighbors to the north. 

Godard includes books, articles, theses, 
interviews, and book reviews; she offers good 
coverage of Canadian feminist periodicals as well as 
more mainstream academic sources. Items in both 
French and English are cited under the following 
heading: bibliographies; feminist literary theory; 
general studies of several writers; individual writers; 
images of women in men's writing; images of men; 
journalism; and feminist presses. The unannotated 
entries within these broad sections are arranged by 
type of publication. Without a subject index, alas, 
specialized studies are buried. There's no simple 
way to find references on Native women authors, for 
example. Consequently, the bibliography is most 
useful to those willing to skim its pages, and to 
those seeking criticism of particular authors, who 
are listed alphabetically in the large section devoted 
to individual writers. 

Women's studies thrives in Canada, but 
students and teachers in the United States are 
frequently ignorant of scholarly progress there. This 
bibliography takes us several giant steps toward a 
broader view of North American feminism and a 
more inclusive understanding of women's literary 
heritage. 
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Adelaide, Debra. AUSTRALLAN WOMEN WWTERS: 
A BIBLZOGRAPHIC GUIDE. London: Pandora, 
1988. 209p. 14.95 pounds, ISBN 0-8635&148-X 
pap., 7.95 pounds, ISBN 0-86358-149-8. 

From Mena Abdullah to Fay Zwicky, this 
handy dictionary-style guide identifies hundreds of 
contemporary Australian women writers and 
forgotten authors of the past. Familiar names like 
Christina Stead, Miles Franklin, and Elizabeth Jolley 
appear, but so do many lesser-known poets, 
dramatists, essayists, and penners of fiction for 
adults and children. Adelaide provides short 
biographical sketches, lists books, and 
notes the whereabouts of manuscri~t collections. 
Although occasionally citing secondary works, 
particularly interviews, she does not attempt a 
thorough guide to literary biography and criticism. 
For US. readers, however, this work opens the door 
to a seldom explored world of English-language 
women's writing and a literary heritage well worth 
sampling. 

Davis, Gwenn, and Beverly k Joyce, wmps. 
PERSONAL WRITINGS BY WOMEN TO 1900: A 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AMERICAN AND BRITISH 
WRITERS. London: Mansell; Norman: University of 
Oklahoma Press, 1989. (Bibliographies of Writings 
By American and British Women to 1900) 294p. 
index. $65.00, ISBN 0-7201-1885-9. LC 88-37865. 

Recent years have seen the publication of 
several reference guides to women's autobiographical 
writings, among them Joyce D. Goodhiend's The 
Pubhhed Diari4s and Lellers of A m e h  Women: An 
AIUWtaCed Bibliography (G.K Hall, 1987) and the 
third volume of Barbara Kanner's Women in Enghh 
Social History, 1800-1914: A Guide lo Research 
(Garland, 1987). The scope of this new volume 
exceeds that of its predecessors, for it takes all 
forms of published personal writings by women up 
to 1900 as its subject. These encompass 
autobiographies, travel accounts, letters, and diaries, 
and include such specialized genres as spiritual 
autobiographies and captivity narratives. 

Davis and Joyce conducted a complete read- 
through of the National Union CaColog and the 
British Museum General Catalogue of Printed BooRs, 
as well as consulting standard bibliographical and 
biographical sources, resulting in nearly five 
thousand entries. Their introduction carefully spells 
out the types of works omitted and discusses the 
striking spectrum of subjects and styles evidenced in 

women's personal writings over the centuries. In 
the bibliography, entries are arranged alphabetically, 
with thorough cross-referencing among variant 
names. The nationality and dates of each author 
are provided when ascertainable, along with the title, 
place, publisher, date, and pagination of each work 
Unlike Goodfriend's volume, which includes 
magazine articles, only works in book form are 
listed here. Standard sources which cite the work 
(NUC, OCLC, or Matthews' Bririh Diari4s, for 
example) are noted to aid researchers in locating a 
copy. Very brief annotations elucidate the contents 
of works with obscure titles. An appendix groups 
authors chronologically. while an index adds access - - .  
points by occupations, geographic locations, personal 
convictions (e.g., spiritualists, social reformers), types 
of experiences (e.g., world tours), and types of works 
(e.g., childhood reminiscences, memorial volumes). 

Amazingly, the compilers have examined 
nearly half of the works they cite, as well as many 
they rejected. The same exhaustive methodology, 
apparently, will be applied to future volumes in the 
series, which are slated to cover poetry, drama, short 
fiction, juvenile literature, and pseudonyms and 
alternative names. Judging by this first effort, each 
volume will stand alone as a major reference tool, 
and the set as a whole will be the standard source 
for feminist literary history. 

Shoebridge, Michele. WOMEN IN SPORT: A 
SELECT BIBLZOGRAPHY, London: Mansell, 1987. 
231p. index. 28.50 pounds, ISBN 0-7201-1858-1. 
LC 87-24006. 

If American researchers can cope with a 
few Britishisms -- "football" for soccer, "doping" for 
steroid use -- they'll be richly rewarded by this 
recent bibliography on women and sports. 
Shoebridge, librarian at the Sports Documentation 
Centre at the University of Birmingham, cites over 
1600 works. References emanate primarily from 
Great Britain, other Commonwealth countries, and 
the United States, although some foreign-language 
materials also appear. The focus is decidedly 
academic, with few citations to popular literature. 
Shoebridge is most at home in the scholarly field of 
sports studies; she includes only a handful of articles 
from women's studies journals. However, her 
subject scope is broad, as she pinpoints studies 
ranging from the history of women's participation in 
the Olympics to the effect of exercise on 
menstruation. Generous listings of conference 
papers in published proceedings are a decided plus. 
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In addition, Shoebridge covers monographs 
(annotating some entries), parts of monographs, 
journal articles published from 1970 through the 
mideighties, serials devoted to women and sport, 
and organizations. Her general outline begins with 
bibliographies and volumes of proceeding, followed 
by the largest section, which is devoted to seventeen 
specific subjects. Chief among these are history, the 
Olympic games, comparative sport, sociological 
aspects, physiological aspects, and training. Next 
come sections on thirty-nine individual sports (with 
track and field by far the best covered) and 
biographies. Throughout, the emphasis is on serious 
sport rather than leisure activity, although many 
cited works do deal with amateur athletics. Works 
about physical education are excluded. Author and 
subject indexes (the latter lacking cross-references) 
complete the volume. For a different approach to 
the same subject, see the review below. 

Lenskyj, Helen. WOMEN, SPORT AND PHYSICAL 
ACTMTY: RESEARCH AND BIBLIOGRAPHY I LA 
FEMME, LE SPORT ET L'ACTMTE PHYSIQUE: 
RECHERCHE ET BIBLIOGRAPHIE. Ottawa: 
Government of Canada, Fitness and Amateur Sport, 
1988. 186p. index. pap., ISBN 0-662-55922-3. 

Judging by Shoebridge's bibliography 
(above), there's a solid body of writing about women 
and sport. Certainly it's high time to integrate the 
topic into women's studies courses, and to this end, 
Women, Sport and Physieal Activity offers inspiration 
and guidance. Author Helen Lenskyj *presents the 
major research questions, identifies areas for future 
investigation and lists recent, relevant sources for 
each topic discussed" (p.10). In parallel English and 
French texts, Lenskyj develops an interdisciplinary 
feminist analysis, often translating fairly technical 
information (on physiological effects of athletics, for 
example) into language understandable to the 
general reader. Like Shoebridge, Lenskyj draws 
mainly on academic sources, but she also 
incorporates information from feminist periodicals, 
sports magazines, and popular literature. Her 
survey emphasizes publications from the last five 
years, with a preference given to Canadian materials, 
particularly in the social sciences. Commitment to 
building a specifically feminist analysis leads her 
beyond the realm of sports literature (from which 
Shoebridge rarely strays) into the fields of women's 
history and health, touching as well on recent 
feminist critiques of social and scientific theories. 

The report's format -- essays keyed to 
bibliographies, all  arranged in a topical outline -- is 
hardly ideal for quick reference, but by highlighting 
bibliographical references in grey-shaded boxes, 
starring the important titles, and adding a very 
specific subject index, Lenskyj has significantly eased 
the researcher's task The essay format allows her 
to discuss underdocumented topics, such as 
heterosexism in sports and racial integration. 
Otherwise, Lenskyj and Shoebridge cover much the 
same territory -- sport and society, media images of 
women athletes, sports psychology, physiological 
considerations, and the effects of exercise on 
reproductive function. Because Lenskyj omits 
biographies and works about individual sports, both 
volumes are recommended for thorough coverage of 
women and sport. No comparable, up-to-date 
bibliographies exist for the U.S., but Mary L 
Rernley's Women in S ' H :  A Guide to Idormation 
So- (Gale, 1980) remains in print. 

Galerstein, Carolyn. WORKING WOMEN ON THE 
HOLLYWOOD SCREEN: A FILMOGRAPHY. New 
York: Garland, 1989. 470p. ill. index $58.00, ISBN 
0-8240-5642-6. LC 88-29218. 

Listing approximately 4,500 feature films 
released by American studios between 1930 and 
1975, this easy-to-use guide identifies leading women 
characters in forty-two occupational categories. As 
Galerstein's perceptive introduction reminds us, 
women's jobs on the silver screen bore little relation 
to their positions in the real-life labor force. 
Entertainers and prostitutes were wildly over- 
represented in America cinema before the mid- 
seventies, while female factory workers and 
domestics rarely got a stamng role. 

Under each occupational category, films are 
listed by year, with the names of the studio, director, 
and lead actress supplied. Galerstein adds 
occasional annotations. Her comments on the 
portrayal of working women are so well phrased and 
on the mark that one wishes every entry were graced 
with them. The volume concludes with indexes to 
actresses and movie titles. Galerstein died shortly 
before the publication of her work, but perhaps 
another scholar will seize her baton and compile a 
similar guide for post-1975 films. Certainly it would 
be instructive to compare and contrast more recent 
images of working women, both on the big screen 
and on television, to the period Galerstein so 
thoroughly chronicles. 
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Gondolf, Edward W. RESEARCH ON MEN WHO 
B A r n k  AN O ~ R r n W ,  BIBWOGRAPW, AND 
RESEARCH GUIDE. Brandenton, FL: H u m  
Services Institute, 1988. 93p. index. pap., $4.95, 
ISBN 0-943519-05-5. LC 87-34229. 

This volume opens with a review essay that 
candidly assesses the state of research on men who 
batter and the outcomes of programs designed to 
change violent behavior. In the bibliography that 
follows, nearly a thousand references, current 
through mid-1987, are organized in a topical outline. 
Gondolf includes background readings on patriarchy, 
masculinity, and aggression, as well as the major 
theoretical writings on the causes and effects of wife 
abuse. A section on batterer characteristics ranges 
over such concerns as sex roles, personality traits, 
marital rape, and alcohol abuse. 

Intervention strategies receive in-depth 
attention: references cover treatment models, 
counseling, program evaluation, police action, and 
community services. There are a handful of 
references to unpublished conference papers and 
forthcoming articles, but most citations are drawn 
from scholarly and professional journals and books. 
A final section titled "Program Resources" spotlights 
self-help books for batterers and their victims, 
program manuals, films, resource centers, 
periodicals, and reference books. The volume closes 
with an author index. This is a carefully focused 
and well-organized bibliography, one that should 
prove useful to researchers, service providers, and 
students. 

THE NAIROBI CHALLENGE: GLOBAL DIRECTORY 
OF WOMENS ORGANIZATIONS IMPLEMENlMG 
POPULATION STRATEGY. Washington, DC: 
Population Institute, 1988. 55413. ill. index. pap., 
$9.95, ISBN 0-9619165-3-2 LC 87-062578. 

Happily, the list of resources for 
international feminist networking keeps getting 
longer. This latest addition to a growing body of 
directories focuses on population planning, 
describing some five hundred organizations 
worldwide. Entries are organized by region with an 
alphabetical index. Each section opens with a short 
summary of population statistics and national family 
planning policies; social, economic, cultural, and 
ecological pressures that affect fertility are noted. 
Organizational profiles follow: first, women's 
organizations with a specific interest in population 
issues; then, general groups working on population, 
development, and health matters; and finally, general 

women's organizations. Working from 
questionnaires, the compilers seemingly lumped 
women's groups that reported ~IJ activities related 
to population concerns under the first category. 
Hence we find ~ ' n a i  B'rith Women, the National 
Council of Negro Women, N.O.W., and Zonta 
International cited as "Women's Organizations in 
Population" though their fields of activity are much 
broader. Failure to return the questionnaire meant 
omission from the volume; thus some relevant 
groups, like the National Abortion Rights Action 
h g u e  in the U.S., are missing. 

Each entry displays information about the 
organization in a standard format: address, executive 
officer, telephone and telex numbers, staff size, year 
of establishment, number of members. and location 
of branch offi&. Also noted are funding sources, 
principal purpose, main activities, population 
concerns, and specific activities. The inclusion of 
population-related recommendations in Forward- 
Looking Str&gies for the Advance& of Women 
triggered the creation of this directory. 
Consequently, each organization was also asked how 
it implements the strategies, and what obstacles 
impede full implementation. (Portions of the 
Sh.ategies, which were adopted at the 1985 Nairobi 
conference that capped the UN Decade for Women, 
are reprinted in the volume.) 

Black-and-white photographs of women and 
children embellish the directory. Various 
appendices list regional bureaus of the International 
Planned Parenthood Federation, field offices of the 
UN Development Programme, key officers in the 
U.S. Agency for International Development, and 
other groups. Although incomplete and already 
going out of date, this directory is one more 
welcome link in the chain of communication among 
women worldwide. 

Stoner, K Lynn. LATINM OF THE AMERICAS: A 
SOURCE BOOK. New York: Garland, 1989. 692p. 
index. $87.00, ISBN 0-8240-8336-1. LC 88-7188. 

Updating Meri Knaster's bibliography 
Women in SpaniFh America (G.K Hall, 1977), this 
volume "is intended for Latin American area 
specialists with no training in wohen's studies, or 
women's studies scholars with no preparation in 
Latin American studies" (p.vii). Fourteen survey 
essays by eminent specialists (among them, ~ s u n c i d n  
Lavrin, Edna Acosta-Belen, Marjorie Agosh, Jane 
Jaquette, Cornelia Butler Flora, and Susan C. 
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Bourque) are paired with bibliographies that cite, in 
sum, over three thousand unique items. The 
sources include works in English, Spanish, 
Portuguese, French, and other languages, both 
published and unpublished. "Comprehensive but not 
exhaustive" (p.viii), the bibliography emphasizes 
materials from 1977 to 1986. 

Explaining that "questions, not disciplines, 
drive scholarship" in women's studies and Latin 
American studies, Stoner has gathered essays and 
references on a mix of disciplinary and 
interdisciplinary topics. Sections devoted to 
"Demography," "History," and "Household and 
Family Studies" are the richest. College teachers 
and general readers alike will appreciate the initial 
chapter, which is devoted to anthologies. A chapter 
titled "Feminist Studiesn zeroes in on scholarly 
studies of women's movements historically and 
documentation of current activity. Issues speciiic to 
rural and urban development are treated separately. 

Unfortunately, mistakes abound in the 
bibliography. Martha Cotera's L&M Sowoebook is 
cited as the Lorin Sourcebook, Esther Stineman's 
name is misspelled, and a reading list distributed by 
our own office has "Women's Studies Working 
Paper" as its publisher. Because computerized 

library catalogs and other high-tech access systems 
require absolute accuracy in input, such seemingly 
minor errors can become major obstacles to 
examining the cited works. Also disappointing are 
the indexes, which, although adequate, fail to break 
down large categories into manageable sub-topics. 
Under the broad heading 'gender roles," for 
example, one finds nearly two hundred entry 
numbers. 

A f&al caveat concerns the geographical 
coverage. Stoner claims that the volume covers 
Hispanic women in the United States as well as the 
countries of Central and South America, and the 
"Country and Regional Index" supports her assertion 
-- slightly over ten percent of the bibliographic 
references concern the United States. Treatment of 
North American women in the scholarly essays, 
however, is much sketchier. The essay on literature, 
for instance, completely ignores Latina writers in 
the United States; and most of the other essays 
mention the North American context only in brief 
comparisons to women's experiences south of our 
border. Nonetheless, the volume overall supports 
the investigation of Latina culture and experience in 
transnational context and is sure to further feminist 
scholarship significantly. Recommended for all 
academic libraries. 

-- S.S. 

PERIODICAL NOTES 

NEW AND NEWLY DISCOVERED 
PERIODICALS 

AFRICAN W O W :  QUARTERLY DEVELOPMENT 
JOURNAL 1988- . Editorial group. 419. 6 pounds 
(ind.); 12 pounds (inst.). ISSN 0953-9816. Akina 
Mama wa Africa, London Women's Centre, Wesley 
House, 4 Wild Court, London WC2B 5AU. (Issue 
examined: No. 2, Autumn 1988) 

As part of the collective's ongoing 
commitment "to take action in support of women of 
South Africa," the issue examined focuses on the 
resistance of women in the Frontline States. 
Articles detail happening in Mozambique, Angola, 
Namibia, and Botswana; the state of children under 
apartheid; and a 1988 conference on African women 
writers and artists. 

GENDER AND EDUCATION 1989- . Ed.: June 
Purvis. 3I9. $148. Single copy: $49.33. ISSN 
0954-0253. Carfax Publishing Co., P.O. Box 25, 
Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3UE, United 
Kingdom. (Issue examined: v.1, no.1, 1989) 

"In this journal," according to the editors, 
"education will be interpreted in a broad sense to 
cover both formal and infonnal aspects...." including 
"youth culture inside and outside schools," adult 
education, vocational training, and parental 
education. Among the topics in the first issue are 
teachers and sexual orientation, Unitarians and 
gender issues in education in the last two centuries, 
and sex roles. 
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HIME': THE CAPABLE WOMON: DISABLED 
WIMMINS NEWSLETTER 1989- . Ed. Jody. 4@. 
$14 (ind.); $18 (group); $24 (inst.). Single copy: $4. 
P.O. Box C-9, Hillsdale, NY 12529. (Issue 
examined: No.1, Spring 1989) 

Within its forty-two pages, this first issue 
of Hikane -- "for lesbians and our wimmin friends" - 
- includes a variety of contributions by women with 
various abilitiesfdisabilities. Poetry, personal 
experience prose, artwork, essays, a piece on Wry 
C r i p s  t h e a t e r  e n s e m b l e ,  a n d  a 
networking/announcements section comprise the 
issue. Also available on cassette. 

JEAN RHYS REWEW 1986- . Ed.: Nora Gaines. 
2@. $10 (ind.); $15 (inst.). Single copy: $6. ISSN 
0889-759X Box 568 Havemeyer Hall, Columbia 
University, New York, NY 10027. (Issue examined: 
v.2, no.1, Fall 1987) 

Two articles critiquing Jean Rhys and her 
work make up the bulk of this twenty-one page 
issue, with a six-page bibliography by the editor (to 
be updated every fall) completing it. 

JOURNAL OF WOMEN5 HISTORY 1989- . Eds.: 
Christie Farnham and Joan Hoff-Wilson. 3@. $20 
(ind.); $40 (inst.). Single copy: $10 (id.); $20 
(inst.) plus $1 postage. ISSN 1042-7961. Journals 
Manager, Indiana University Press, 10th and Morton 
Streets, Bloomington, IN 47405. (Issue examined: 
v.1, no.1, Spring 1989) 

With its inaugural issue, the Journal of 
Women's History takes on the ambitious project of 
providing "a continuing forum for the most 
important theoretical and methodological debates 
within the field," including work in translation. 
Among the journal's regular features will be 
"Theoretical and Methodological Dialogues on the 
Writing of Women's History," "International Trends 
in Women's History and Feminism," "Notices and 
Abstracts of Books," and a "Topical Ten-Year 
Review of Articles in Women's History" (an 
extensive bibliography section). 

MATERNAL HEALTH NEWS 1975-. Ed.: Ida Freer. 
4@. $12. Maternal Health Society, Box 46563, 
Station G., Vancouver, BC V6R 4G8 Canada. 
(Issue examined: v.13, no.2, March 1989) 

Published by the Maternal Health Society, 
this twelve-page newsletter regularly contains articles 
and columns of concern to childbearing women. 
This twelve-page issue features articles on maternal 
rights in child welfare disputes, uterine rupture, a 
"Sharing/Abstractsn section, a book review, and a 
discussion on war toys. 

THE NATIONAL REPORT ON WORK & FAMlLY 
1988- . Ed.: Richard Hagan. 24@. $375. ISSN 
0896-3002 Buraff Publications, 2445 M St. N.W., 
Suite 275, Washington, DC 20037. (Issue examined: 
v.2, no.2, January 5, 1989) 

Subtitled "News on Legislation, Litigation, 
and Employer Policies," this very brief (eight-page) 
newsletter offers concise articles on sex 
discrimination cases, child care, health insurance, 
family issues legislation, benefits, e t c  The steep 
price suggests that profit-sector corporations, not 
libraries or individuals, are the targetted audience. 

SAUTI YA SITZ: A TANZANL4 WOMEN5 
MAGAZINE 1988- . 4@. $20 p.a. Tanzania Media 
Women's Association, P.O. Box 6143, Dar es 
Salaam, Tanzania. (Issues examined: No.4, 
December 1988, NOS, March 1989) 

Published in both Swahili and English 
editions, the thirty-two pages of each sample issue 
include informational, critical, and personal articles, 
plus graphics and photos. One issue focuses on 
sexual harassment and domestic violence. Coverage 
ranges from technology, to prenatal diet and the 
birth process, to women's media role, and more. 

TtlE WOMANIST 1988- . Editorial group. 6&. 
$5-$10 (ind.); $15 (non-profit); $25 (inst.). P.O. Box 
76, Station B., Ottawa, Ontario KIP 6 0 ,  Canada. 
(Issues examined: v.1, no.2, December 1988fJanuary 
1989; v.1, no.3, FebruaryfMarch 1989) 

This "feminist newspaper distributed 
nationally" comes from Ottawa but does, in fact, 
cover more general issues and international news as 
well. The substantial forty pages of the 
DecemberfJanuary issue concentrate on the 
environment, women in prison, and "The Issues 
Election '88 Forgot." A health column and book 
reviews are regular features. 

WOMENSCOPE 1987?- . Ed.: Sue Avery. 12@. 
$155. Single copy: $15. ISSN 1040-5240. 
Marketing to Women, 210 Chestnut St., Oneonta, 
NY 13820-9953. (Issue examined: v.2, no.7, April 
1989) 

Geared to business executives, the twelve 
pages of this monthly newsletter offer "a detailed 
guide to all the latest women's marketing surveys." 
The sample issue covers survey data on such topics 
as reading habits, health, divorce and remarriage, 
travel, speech, media portrayal, and minority 
demographics. 
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SPECIAL ISSUES OF PERIODICALS 

ARARAT: A QUARTERLY v.29, no.4, Fall 1988: 
"Special Feminist Issue." Guest ed.: Arlene Voski 
Avakian. $14. Single copy: $4. Armenian General 
Benevolent Union, 585 Saddle River Rd., Saddle 
Brook, NJ 07662. (Issue examined) 

This eightyeight-page special issue on 
Armenian feminism explores "the many things it 
might mean for Armenians to be feminists" (p.3). 
Topics range from archetypes of Armenian women 
and struggles with and against tradition to 
celebrations of Armenian women's strengths, 
lesbians, and theological issues. 

CALLALOO v.11, no.4, 1989: special section on 
Olive Senior. Ed.: Charles H. Rowell. $18 (ind.); 
$38 (inst.). ISSN 0161-2492. Johns Hopkins 
University Press, Journals Publishing Division, 701 
W. 40th St., Suite 275, Baltimore, MD 21211. 
(Issue examined) 

The sixty-nine-page special section on Olive 
Senior includes introductory material by Velma 
Pollard, an i n t e ~ e w ,  prose and poetry by Senior, 
and a brief bibliography of Senior's work. The 
Black journalist, researcher, poet, and fiction writer 
won the 1987 Commonwealth Prize for fiction. 

CQMERA OBSCURA: A JOURNAL OF FEMINISM 
AND FILM THEORY no. 16, January 1988: 
"Television and the Female Consumer." Guest eds.: 
Denise Mann and Lynn Spigel. $14 (ind.); $28 
(inst.). Single copy: $6. ISSN 0270-5346. Johns 
Hopkins University Press, Journals Publishing 
Division, 701 W. 40th St., Suite 275, Baltimore, MD 
21211. (Issue examined) 

Partial contents: "Installing the Television 
Set: Popular Discourses on Television and Domestic 
Space, 1948-1955" (Lynn Spigel); "All's Well That 
Doesn't End: Soap Operas and the Marriage Motif" 
(Sandy Flitterman-Lewis); " 'Kate and Allie': 'New 
Women' and the Audience's Television Archive" 
(Robert H. Deming). 

JOURNAL OF RATIONAL-EMOTIYE AND 
COGNITIVE-BEHAVIOR THERAPY v.6, no. 1-2, 
SpringBummer 1988: "Cognitive-Behavior Therapy 
With Women." Eds.: Susan Walen & Russell 
Greiger. $34 (ind.); $89 (inst.). ISSN 0894-9085. 
Human Sciences Press, 72 Fifth Ave., New York, 
NY 10011-8004. (Issue examined) 

Some of the articles in this special issue: 
"Eating Disorders and Obesity" (Jill Bresler); 
"Cognitive Therapy with Battered Women" (Mary 

Ann Douglas and JaNon Strom); "Solo Pioneers: 
Single-Minded Rationality" (Laura P h k o f f ) ;  and 
"Mothers Post-Divorce: The Challenges of 
Adjustment" (Barbara Mandell). 

SEMINAR JOURNAL no. 342, February 1988: 'Sati: 
A Symposium on Widow Immolation and its Social 
Context." Ed.: Tejbir Singh. $20. Malhotra 
Building, Janpath, New Delhi, India. (Issue 
examined) 

Following an exposition of the problem, 
both academics and rural women offer their 
perspectives on the practice of sati. Among the 
articles: "In History" (Romila Thapar); "Politics of 
Widow Immolationm (Sudah Vaid); "Saint, Victim 
or Criminal" (Vasudha Dhagamwar); and "Rural 
Women Speak" (Kavita, Shobha, Shobita, Kanchan, 
and Sharada of the Women's Studies Unit, Jaipur). 
A book review and bibliography also focus on the 
issue. 

THE SOUTHERN QUARTERLY: A JOURNAL OF 
THE ARTS IN THE SOUTH v.27, no.1, Fall 1988: 
"Clothing and Textiles in the Nineteenth-Century 
South." Ed.: Anita Stamper. $9. Single copy: 
inquire. ISSN 003&44%. Box 5078, Southern 
Station, Hattiesburg, MS 39406-5078. (Issue 
examined) 

This special issue focuses on women as the 
primary agents in the production of clothing and 
textiles in the 19thcentury South. Partial contents: 
"Decoration and D w N ~ :  Accessories of 
Nineteenth-Century Louisiana Women" (Gerilyn 
Tandberg); "Where Is Nineteenth-Century Southern 
Decorative Needlework?" (Heather Palmer); "One 
Woman's Work: Clothing the Family in Nineteenth- 
Century Mississippi" (Anita Stamper). 

TRANSITIONS 

NEWSLElTER ON FEMINISM AND PHIL.0SOPHY 
is being published in a new format as of the 
November 1988 issue (v.88, no.1). It now appears 
three times per year in a joint periodical with the 
newsletters of three other committees of the 
American Philosophical Association. For 
subscription information, contact the National Office 
of the APA at University of Delaware, Newark, DE 
19716. The editor, Nancy Tuana, may be reached 
at Arts and Humanities, JO 3.1, University of Texas 
at Dallas, Richardson, TX 75083-0688. 
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PLAINSWOMAN is suspending publication until CEASED PUBLICATION 
1991, due to the move of one editor and a teaching 
sabbatical for the other. Current subscriptions will THE CELIBATE WOMAN v.1, no.1 (~uly 1982)-v.4, 
continue in 1991. The publication's address is P.O. no.2 (October 1988). Martha Leslie w e n .  
Box 8027, Grand Forks, ND 58202. 3006 Ross Place, N.W., Washington, DC 20008. 

(Information from Wisconsin State Historical 
Society, April 1989 periodicals listing) 

ITEMS OF NOTE 

The Association of American Colleges' Project on 
the Status and Education of Women has published 
THE RESTORATION OF TITLE a, IMPLICATIONS 
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION, a thirteen-page report 
summarizing Title K. Designed to help colleges 
and universities understand the restoration of Title 
IX and changes resulting from the Civil Rights 
Restoration Act, the report discusses who is 
covered, who is exempt, what constitutes 
discrimination, and how students and employees are 
to be treated in such areas as admissions, housing, 
counseling, financial aid, athletics, etc. Included is 
a partial list of actions institutions must take under 
Title IX and an analysis of the status of single-sex 
organizations and programs. Order for $5.00 
(prepaid) from AAC/PSEW, 1818 R Street, N.W., 
Washington, DC 20009. Discounts are available on 
bulk orders. 

SEXUAL HARASSMENT: A DIGEST OF LANDMARK 
AND OTHER SIGNIFICANT C4SES is a twenty-page 
booklet providing legal information about sexual 
harassment in the workplace. The booklet includes 
case summaries, procedures for filing complaints, 
information on employer liability, and a bibliography 
of law review and journal articles. The cost is 
$10.00 each from the Center for Women in 
Government, State University of New York at 
Albany, 310 Draper, 1400 washington Ave., Albany, 
NY 12222. 

THE CENTER FOR THE STUDYAND PREVENTION 
OF CAMPUS WOLENCE is a new clearinghouse for 
information and statistical data on campus violence. 
The Center publishes information quarterly, 
sponsors a series of workshops, and hosts an annual 
national conference on campus violence. Topics 
and issues include racial and ethnic violence, anti- 
gay and lesbian violence, and sexual assault. 
Contact Jan M. Sherrill, Director, Center for the 
Study and Prevention of Campus Violence, Towson 

State University, Towson, MD 21204, telephone: 
301-321-3741. 

A newly released set of fifteen posters, the RAPE 
MYTH POSTER SERIES, is available from Men 
Stopping Rape, Inc., a five-year-old Madison, 
Wisconsin-based group of men organized to end 
male violence against women and men. For more 
information, write to Men Stopping Rape, Inc, Box 
316, 306 N. Brooks Street, Madison, WI 53715, or 
call 608-257-4444. 

GREENWAY B O O B  provides a selection of used, 
rare, and out-of-print books in women's studies. 
For a catalog, contact Greenway Books, P.O. Box 
9062, Dallas, TX 75209, telephone: 214-352-0706. 

ROUELEDGE announces a new feminist book series 
about literary heroines, beginning with three titles 
slated for publication in June, 1989: Annu Kareninu, 
by Mary Evans (ISBN 0-415-01719-X); Jane Eyre, by 
Pat Macpherson (ISBN 0-415-01787-4); and Shufing 
at the Lord: Sephen Gordon, A Lasbian's Heroine? by 
Rebecca O'Rourke (ISBN 0-415-01841-2). All three 
titles are paperbacks, tentatively priced at $10.95 
each. Order from Routlege, Chapman & Hall, 29 
West 35th Street, New York, NY 10001-2291; 
telephone: 212-244-3336. 

THROWAWAY YOUR STEREOTYPES is a collection 
of articles from The Womyn's Braille Press Newsletter. 
Titles include "Disability Awareness: An 
Introduction," "The Economic Status of Disabled 
Women," "A Deaf Lesbian Speaks Out," "House 
Moves to Stop PIayboy in Braille: How Did It 
Happen and What Does it Mean?" and others. 
Check your local feminist bookstore or order from 
Womyn's Braille Press, P.O. Box 8475, Minneapolis, 
MN 55408. 
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Mary Lester has created a thirty-page booklet getting set up, discusses different kinds of small 
designed to aid and encourage women businesses and related topics, and includes a twenty- 
entrepreneurs. A W O W 5  GUIDE TO STARTlNG point beginner's checklist. Cost is $3.95 from Pilot 
A SiUQLL BUSINESS, outlines the basic steps in Books, 103 Cooper Street, Babylon, NY 11703. 

BOOKS RECENTLY RECEMTD 

The Bar Stork: A Novel qFet All. By Nisa Domelly. 
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1989. 
The Bibliographic Imtrutbn Course H d o o i k .  By 
Helen R. Wheeler. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 
1988. 
Bibliography of Fen&& CZiricirmlBibliograph~ de h 
Ctitique Feminkt. Ed. by Barbara Godard. Toronto, 
Ontario: E.CW. Press, 1987. (Address: 307 Coxwell 
Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4L 3B5) 
The Big Mama Sfork. By Shay Youngblood. 
Ithaca, NY: Firebrand Books, 1989. (Address: 141 
The Commons, Ithaca, NY 14850) 
Both Right and Lefl Handed: Amb Women Talk Aboul 
Their Lives. By Bouthaina Shaaban. London, 
England: The Women's Press 1988. 
Donk A Woman's Wonl. By Elly Danica. Pittsburgh, 
PA: Cleis Press, 1989. (Address: P.O. Box 8933, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15221) 
Educahucahng the Majority: Women Cha lhp  Tradition in 
Higher Educafion. Ed. by Carol Pearson, et al. New 
York: MacMillan, 1989. 
Female Voices. By Juliet Aykroyd, et al. New York: 
Playwright's Press; distr. Routledge, 1989. 
Gender Imues in Field Reseutch. By Carol A. B. 
Warren. Newbury Park, C A  Sage, 1988. 
The Gmywo(f Annual Five: Mulli-Cullwrrl Licemcy. 
Ed. by Rick Simonson & Scott Walker. St. Paul, 
MN: Graywolf Press, 1988. (Address: 200 Dacotah 
Bldg., 366 Selby Ave., St. Paul, MN 55102) 
Gnat Hourewives of Art. By Sally Swain. New York: 
Penguin Books, 1988. 
Gymcritics h Gymcritique: Ferninkt Approaches to 
Writing by Canadian and $ugb&oise 
WomenlApprwehes fiministes h IEcilure des 
C d i e n n e s  d Q&&w. Ed. by Barbara Godard. 
Toronto, Ontario: E.CW. Press, 1987. (Address: 307 
Coxwell Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4L 3B5) 
Healing Head: Poems 1973-1988. By Gloria T. Hull. 
Latham, NY: Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press, 
1989. (Address: P.O. Box 908, Latham, NY 12110) 
Heroes of Their Own Lives: The Politirs and History of 
Family Vwlellce. By Linda Gordon. New York: 
Viking 1988, pap., Penguin Books, 1989. 

E m  BIUNB Browning: The Origins of a New 
Podq. By Dorothy Mermin. Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1989. 
In Everg Port. By Karen Kallmaker. Tallahassee, 
FL: Naiad Press, 1989. 
IaWing in the Night. By Joan Lindau. Ithaca, NY. 
Firebrand Books, 1989. (Address: 141 The 
Commons, Ithaca, NY 14850) 
Mainstay: For the Well Spouse of the ChronicalEy Ill. 
By Maggie Strong. New York: Penguin Books, 
1988. 
MaternaC ThinRing: Toward a Politirs of Peuce. By 
Sara Ruddick. Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1989. 
Men Only: An InvesCigotion Into Men's Organizations. 
By Barbara Rogers. Winchester, MA: 
Pandora/Unwin Hyman, 1988. 
Melrun~rphosis: R@ctions on Rtxovery. By Judith 
McDaniel. Ithaca, NY: Firebrand Books, 1989. 
(Address: 141 The Commons, Ithaca, NY 14850) 
MistaRen Idenrity. By Nayantara Sahgal. New York: 
New Directions, 1988. 
1989 Women* Studia Dimtory. Ed. and compl. by 
Beth Stafford. College Park, MD: National 
Women's Studies Association. 1989. (Address: 
University of Maryland, College Park, Mb 20742- 
1325) 
The NO& Wonl Finder: A Dictionary of Gender- 
Free Usage (paperback edition). By Rosalie Maggio. 
Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1989. 
The NoveLr of Barbam Pym. By Katherine Anne 
Ackley. New York: Garland, 1989. 
Olympia Brown' The Baffle for Equality. By Charlotte 
Cote. Racine, WI: Mother Courage Press, 1988. 
(Address: 1533 Illinois St., Racine WI 53405) 
The Oppositional Imaginatwtc Feminism, Critique and 
Political Theory. By Joan Cocks. New York: 
Routledge, 1989. 
Raging Mother Mountain. By Pat Emmerson. 
Tallahassee, FL: Naiad Press, 1989. 
V w i a  Wo& The Impact of ChiIdhood Senurl Abuse 
on Her Life and Work. By Louise DeSalvo. Boston, 
MA: Beacon Press, 1989. 
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Wage JuFtice: Comparable Worth and the Pcvodar of 
Technocratic w o r m .  Ed. by Sara M. Evans & 
Barbara J. Nelson. Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1989. 
War Brides of World War II. Elfreida Berthiaume 
Shukert & Barbara Smith Scibetta. New York: 
Penguin Books, 1989. 
We Thot Were Young. By Irene Rathbone. New 
York: The Feminist Press, 1989. (Originally 
published 1932.) 
Wild Thorn. By Sahar Khalifeh, trans. by Trevor 
LeGassick & Elizabeth Femea. Brooklyn, NY: 
Olive Branch Press, 1989. (Address: c/o Interlink 
Publishing Group, Inc. 99 Seventh Avenue, 
Brooklyn, NY 11215) 
Wombs Wuh Views: A Contmdictiomuy of the English 
Language. By Kate Musgrave. Racine, WI. Mother 
Courage Press, 1989. (Address: 1533 Illinois St., 
Racine, WI 53405) 

Women in F m ~ h  L i t . . :  A ACollation of Essays. 
Ed. by Michel Guggenheim. Saratoga, CA: Anma 
Libri, 1989. (Address: P.O. Box 876, Saratoga CA 
95071) 
women in Ishmic SocieCiPs: SSocial A#itudes and 
Hid-orical Penpachenpachves. Ed. by Bo Utas. Brooklyn, 
NY: Olive Branch Press, 1988. (Address: c/o 
Interlink Publishing Group, Inc., 99 Seventh 
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11215) 
Women in Pat@ North- Hid-oq: An Anthobgy. 
Ed. by Karen Blaire. Seattle, WA: University of 
Washington Press, 1989. 
Women% TalPs of whaling: Life STo& of 11 J a p a m  
Women Who Live Wuh Whaling. By Junichi 
Takahashi. Tokyo, Japan: Japan Whaling 
Association, 1988. (Address: 2-8-3 Higashi 
Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan) 
Women Working on the HoIPywood Sueen. A 
Filmog7aphy. By Carolyn Galerstein. New York: 
Garland, 1989. 

AItemafive Ca(aI0ging in Publication 

Feminist muections: women's studies libmy resources in Winsin.Madison, WI: UW System Women's 
Studies Librarian. 

quarterly. 

Began publication 1980. 
Includes articles, revieas, directories, bibliographies, interviews, and "item of note." 

1. Feminist literature--Publishing-Periodicals. 2 Feminist literature--Reem--Periodicals. 3. 
Women's studies-Library resources-Periodicals. 4. Libraries- Special colledions--Women's 
studies-Periodicals. 5. Feminism--Book reviews--Periodicals. 6. Feminism- Bibliography--Periodicals. 7. 
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